
Built Environment:
Policy Considerations 

how new development could be contextually fitting in form and design details
stewardship of the Heritage District
parks designed to be more accessible
creating connected networks of green spaces, parks, waterfront  
a more aesthetically appealing and functional public realm
improvements to Market Square and other public gathering spaces
having safe streets and attractive streetscapes 
housing for all
form and function of new neighbourhoods and buildings

Throughout the community consultations much of the discussions related to aspects of
the built environment, such as:

Urban / community design oriented goals and policies can be found throughout the
Official Plan, and will be refined through the update process. 

Below are some of the considerations that go into crafting policies that will help create a
built environment that is: all-ages friendly; accessible; attractive; sustainable and climate
adaptive; supports businesses; and facilitates health and wellbeing.    

Where uses are located can affect how easy
it is to move around the community
The look and feel of comfortable
streetscapes and neighbourhoods are
closely related to building placement and
form

A well-connected system of trails,
walkways, open spaces, and parks helps
keep people happy and healthy
It also makes a community more attractive
to newcommers  and businesses
These features also add to community
sustainability and climate adaptability 
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A transportation system that accounts for all
ways of traveling works best for everyone
and includes well-connected and integrated
active transportation network 
Children, drivers, cyclists, shoppers, as well
as agricultural and freight uses, must be able
to get around a community easily

Different uses should be designed, mixed,
and located to create supportive
relationships
Homes, businesses, open space, and parks
that are easy to get to and are accessible
make neighbourhoods more comfortable
and support wellbeing
This must be considered on a community-
wide, neighbourhood, and site specific scale

Different housing types need to be
integrated into the community so that all
persons have a safe and healthy place to live
This makes it easier for older persons to stay
in the community and for young families  to
join the community
The design of housing types has more effect
on compatibility than unit densities or
zoning  

A large portion of the Heritage District is made up of sites that are
either vacant or not identified as heritage. 

Therefore, urban design oriented policies are particularly important
for the long-term stewardship and success of the District.  

With well defined and contextually appropriate urban design
policies these lands represent a significant opportunity to help
ensure that the District is an active and success cultural and business
hub with an improving sense of place, aesthetic quality, function, and
vibrancy. 

Building placement, façade materials, building fenestration, vehicle
and bicycle parking locations, streetscape elements, building
heights, mix of uses, the evolution of Market Square, and pedestrian
amenities are some of the urban design elements that need to be
addressed in the Official Plan update and the Urban Design
Standards that will be created soon afterwards.


